
Swans’ own planar ribbon tweeters 
are incorporated worldwide by other
high-end speaker manufacturers 

NEED TO KNOW

A brand owned by HiVi Research, the 
American loudspeaker firm Swans 
Speaker Systems may be alien to most 
of you looking to buy multimedia 
speakers. However, the brand certainly 
backs its bold entry into the market with 
a serious bit of cred. Development 
director Frank Hale has partnered with 
industry veterans to create a product 
packing innovative new tech. In fact, 
Swans’ own planar ribbon tweeters are 
incorporated worldwide by other 
high-end speaker manufacturers. 
Partnership with HiVi allows the brand 
to deliver premium looking and 

sounding products, at highly 
competititve rates. This time, we have 
the brand’s M20Ws on our test desk. 
Dressed in black piano lacquer finish and 
housed in delicious wooden cabinets, 
they look every bit worth their price. Lift 
them out of the box and the reassuring 
heft seems promising. A handy volume 
control system comes bundled that’s 
built just as well. 

We fire up the system with some 
Urban Flora by Alina Baraz & Galimatias 
to begin with and move things around to 
tweak the sound. Eventually, we settle 
on the satellites propped up to face the 
ears for the best results. Their upbeat 
timing seems to drive music along 
nicely, but all tech aside, it’s not the most 
dynamic system. It’s rather small-
sounding, with the output restricted to a 

concentrated soundstage and while the 
notes are precise, they’re not entirely 
insightful. This becomes glaringly 
apparent when switching to movies. On 
the up side, a nice top-end rounds off the 
sound  
rather well. The bass kicks in with a  
subtle, precise approach without being 
annoyingly boomy.

 If not for its lack of scale and insight, 
the M20W would make for a truly 
immersive package. But, for now, it’s a few 
steps short of a strong recommendation.

Swans M20W 
₨15,699

CONSIDER IF
You need a neat, looking 
2.1 multimedia system for 
your desktop

YOU’LL NEED
To prop up the speakers 
to face your ears for a 
better soundstage

MAKE SURE
You set up the volume 
control system for  
added convenience

AVOID 
Iffy, low-res files. The 
results are seriously 
underwhelming  

HIGHLIGHT
A luxurious looking 
package that can pass off 
as a more expensive 
system than it really is

Rating
FOR Luxurious finish, clear and solid sound, 
well-priced

AGAINST Sound lacks absolute insight  
and scale

VERDICT A great looking speaker package 
that doesn’t hurt the pocket. It just loses 
critical points in the audio department 

TECH SPECS
Speakers One-way sealed-box full range 
satellite system Subwoofer Active One-way 
sealed-box sub system 

NEED TO KNOW

RHA T20   
₨18,999

CONSIDER IF
You want a gloriously 
built pair of in-ears that 
allow customisation 

YOU’LL NEED
To switch between 
various ear tips to find 
one that suits your style 

MAKE SURE
You try every tuning filter 
bundled to find one that 
caters to your music

AVOID 
Lugging them around 
without the case. That 
stunning steel casing could 
lose its sheen 

HIGHLIGHT
A hugely detailed sound 
that’s injected with just 
the right amount of bass 

Rating
FOR Great build, neutral and detailed sound, 
hugely customisable, looks worth the money

AGAINST Pricey, tends to feel heavy

VERDICT RHA ups its game with the T20s 
that look good, sound great, and can be 
tweaked for all kinds of listeners

TECH SPECS
Driver DualCoil Dynamics Frequency 
response 16Hz-40kHz Weight 39g  
Impedance 16Ohm Cable 1.35m

The multitude of eartips and
filters ensure that your experience 
feels as customised as possible

INDIA’S HOTTEST KIT REVIEWED OFF THE SHELF
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The Scottish headphone specialist 
has established itself as a noteworthy 
contender with products such as the 
MA-350 and MA750i buds. Following 
in the footsteps of these impressive 
devices, RHA aims to strengthen its 
portfolio with a whole new concept. The 
DualCoil driver technology in the T20 
in-ears is able to ‘produce levels of 
resolution, clarity and detail beyond the 
conventional driver’. The new driver 
comprises two independently-powered 
voice coils, which are placed in a –
concentric formation sharing the same 
centre point around a magnet. RHA says 
the result is ‘an ultra-efficient 
performance driver capable of delivering 
refined, high resolution audio. We hear 

you RHA. Quite literally. A host of 
interesting earphone tech explains all 
the difference. Drivers are housed within 
stainless steel casing, which claims to be 
durable, comfortable and have sonic 
benefits. A custom tuning filter and 
balanced reference filter allow users to 
tweak sound settings to their personal 
preference. The 1.35m cable is a 
multicore, oxygen-free copper one, and 
there are mouldable over-ear hooks on 
the ear pieces. 

In theory, it all sounds swell. But we’re 
here to report that real world results are 
nothing short of impressive. We install 
the reference filter and feed these cans a 
high-res version of Bonobo’s North 
Borders. We’re immediately welcomed 
by sound that’s rich, detailed and backed 
by a bass that’s subtle but never lacking. 
The fantastic build is felt as these buds 
firmly sit in place without moving about. 
The multitude of ear tips and filters 

ensure that your experience feels as 
customised as possible. Supplied 
accessories include a carry case and ten 
pairs of silicone and memory foam ear 
tips in various shapes and sizes. With the 
overall presentation being neutral, it’s a 
pleasure listening to music on the T20s 
for serveral hours at once. The bass too, 
rounds up the sound neatly, without 
ever feeling overbearing.  

It’s easy to see why, although 
relatively pricey, the T20s could cater  
to a huge variety of listeners. And do so 
rather brilliantly. 


